Classical Mechanics is taught everywhere in the world [1] . It is usually a first year course at university although some countries introduce it before. No surprise as it is very much related to our daily experience (displacement, sport, transport,...) and to spectacular human achievements (plane, satellite, ...). Based on the classical description of space and time, this course introduces descriptions of trajectories and movements and their relationships with forces through Newtonʼs laws. It then uses vectors to represent frames, acceleration and velocity. It describes energy and the associated conservation law. oscillating movement with period from 0,5 sec to 2 sec and amplitude between 10 cm and 50 cm. Authors reasonably managed to control smartphone movement by hand to reproduce period and amplitude. We hope users will achieve better results as far as phase is concerned.
" Levels 0,1 and 2 require no specific material or setup to use iMecaProf as above described. The smartphone is in user hand. The minimum set up used in level 3 is very limited. Circular motion can be studied using a swivel chair, pendulum using the smartphone charge cable and oscillation by putting the smartphone into a plastic bag 3 attached to an elastic rubber. Insertion of the smartphone in a more sophisticated setup can be easily considered as long as smartphone size is not an issue and if its movement is not too fast.
"
In conclusion, motivations to develop iMecaProf [6, 7] are : i) using a personal computer and a smartphone, it provides a complete teaching environment for practicals associated to a Classical Mechanics course. This is based on a visual, real time and interactive representation of measured data using the formalism of Classical Mechanics; ii) using smartphones is more than using a set of sensors. iMecaProf shows students that important concepts of physics they here learn, are necessary to control daily life smartphone operations; iii) this is practical introduction to mechanical microsensors that are nowadays a key technology in advanced trajectory control. 
